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Status attainment theory is a highly special ized area of knowledge. Status anc:l\ysis lends itself quite neatly to' modern statistical theory. 

All of its current expressions are at least partly fragmentary and some, Indeed, this lies behind illiother reason I"hy status attainment theory is 

even of the better ones, are very much so. Nonetheless, it Is quite relatively coherent: a special set of multiple regression techniques 

coherent by current standards of social science theory. A great deal called "path analysis" (together I"ith some extensions incorporating 

of its coherence is a consequence'of its having emerged from a factor analysis and canonical correlations) have been found to be 

moderately consistent theoretical tradition regarding social stratification. especially appropriate tools for research in this area. The theoretic 

We shall call it "status analysis" to distinguish it from. another tradition tradition provides a conceptual framework th3t the theorist may use to 

in stratification thought ."hich could be called "class analysls." This generate n(::w ideas, and the statistical methods sho,,, hO\" these may be 

position 9rol"s out of early work by I~ax Weber (Gerth and Kills, 1946; couched in the form of testable hypotheses. 

Parsons, ) and Pitirim Soro!dn {1926} and has its most precise Much of status attainment theory is als? informed by an additional 

current restatements in Svalastoga (1965), Duncan {I 968) , Haller (I 970} , tradition, a form of social psychology based partly on thinking of Kurt 

and Haller and Saraiva (unpUblished, 1973). Briefly, it holds that the Lewin ( ), Fritz Heider ( ). and partly on G. H. Head ( ). The 

r.~jor variables, status content dimensions, describing differential access status attainment version holds that, even before assuming their eventual 

to the resources sometimes employed in competitive struggles and at other statuses, persons develop status-specific concepts of themselves and 

times distributed as re\>lards for performance in cooperative ventures are of other persons in their psychological environments: that one's own 

sunmed up as power (influence, authority. coersion, pol itical status), status-specifIc self concept (or "level of aspirationll as it is usually 

wealth (Income, earnings, real estate, stocks and bonds, accumulated called) is determined partly by imitation or adopting for oneself the 

goods, economic status, monetary status}. prestige (social honor, Statuses illustrated by models, partly by self-reflexive observation of 

deference., 'fame) , and information (educational attainment, skill, learntng). One1s performances in status-related arenas of behavior, and perhaps mostly 
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by acquiescing in the status conceptions othel"'s attl"'ibute to one. It It is important to note that the social psychological theoretic 

holds, too, that once formed, s~ch status-specific conceptions of oneself position is not In conflict with the status ar.alysis position. The. tl'lO 

are extremely resistant to change. Embedded in a mass of consistent can easily 'o'.ork together, even though models are often wl"'itten using oaly 

and mutt:ally reinforcing cognitions almost constantly communicated to the relationships among status variables. As Portes and I (1973) have 

the person by others and by himself, they come to have an inertia of held, status attainment models such as those of Blau and Duncan "(1967) 

theil"' own. Resistant to change, these conceptions show themselves In or Kelley (1972L or Treiman and Kelley (unpublished) are incomplete 

performances. Constantly, if subtly, signalled by the person to himself precisely in that they lack a theory explaining hm"1 statuses arc transmitted 

and others, they guide his selection among status opportunities he and otherwise attained. 

encounters and they prov i de i nformat i on used by status ligate-keepers": A decade ago status attainr.~nt models came to be sufficiently explicit, 

(employment officers, school personnel, money lending agencies, political clear. and comprehensive so that, for all their limitations, it is quite 

"pros,1! etc.) to determine onels fitness for a given status, and by easy to see whether and hO'o'1 each new offering of research fits into the 

status "sentinelsll (parents, relatives, friends, teachers, informal existing body of knO'..sledge. It no longer takes an extraordinary imagination 

counselors, etc.) who help hl~ to identify potential opportunities and to see what needs to be done in order to make advances. [n a few'o'tOrds, 

to prepare himself to take advantage of them. Thus onels status-specific It Is a highly accretive thought system. 

aspirations exert an Influence on the statuses he comes to occupy. By the terms "status attainment model ll \oJe shall mean any attempt to 

Later on status "aspirations combine with statuses, such as education, describe the status attainment processes of defineable set of a population 

obtained earlier in the life cycle to jointly to Influence the other at a given time and place, using any set of status and antecedent variables, 

statuses, such as income that are attained during the middle and later \~hich lend themselves to systematic statistical and/or mathematical 

years of the life cycle. analysis. A complete status attainment model \">'ould have the folloh·ing 
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characteristics: I) Its dependent variables would include valid and 

reliable measures of each of the four basic status content dimensions. 

2) All of the valid and reliable variation In each of the dependent 

status variables would be attributable, in the statistical sense, to 

antecedent variables included within the model. 3) Included among the 

antecedent variables would be performance variables plausibly explaining 

the causal 1 inkages of dependent status variables to a set of initial 

Independent variables. These would be variables describing the social 

locations of each persons just before his performances could be observed 

or conceptions of his potential statuses could be formulated - in other 

words, before status attainment activitIes pertaining directly to him 

had been set in motion. 

In other "lords, a complete model would explain differential status 

attainment fully, using independent 
whDr< 

variables"wfteTe values \\'Culd be 

measured before the individual's status attainment behaviors began. and 

employing Intervening variables providing a theoretically consistent, 

plausible. and cOmplete explanation of the mechanisms by \~hich the 

initial independent variables resulted in the final status of the 

dependent variables. Nuturally, the Independent variables \~ould not have 
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to be restricted to status variables, though they 1;,'ou]d doubtless at 

Ie:ast be Included. By now, incidentally, abundclnt evidence makes it 

clear that initial or, at least, parental statuses had relatively little 

affect on a person's later statuses: the component of a person's 

statuses I'lhich is transmitted to him from his parents' statuses is 

rather modes t. 

No one has yet presented a complete model. The so-called J1basic 

model U of Slau and Duncan (1967) is indeed developed sufficiently so 

that I t has served well as reference against \'Ihich to assess others 

which proposed. But it is quite incomplete. It lacks indicators of 

wealth and power. It has no mechanism at all by \~hich to explain the 

transformation of antecedent variables into dependent statuses. Its 

independent variables include only fathers' occupationai and educational 

status, thus it is a sta_tus transmission model. Finally. explaining 

half or less of the variance in attained status, it is also incomplete 

In that it is weak. It is thus fragmentary because it lacks indicators 

of perhaps the two most important status content dimensions, because it 

lacks a causal theory. because it lacks effective initial variables. and 

because It leaves a great deal of the variance in educational and occupatior.a! 
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statuses unexplnined. If I understand their current work correctly, by Alexander, Eckland, and Griffin (1975) provide perhaps the main 

Treiman and Kelley are performing quite similar analyses, and their . attempts systematically to apply social psychological constructs to 

models. too, aie fragmentary for the same reasons as the Blau-Duncan explain the transmitted component of attai~ed statuses and to add non-

"basic" model. From time to time. variations on the Blau-Duncan models transmitted components to the total attained status vari<:<ilce accounted 

are offered ~/hich add one or b/O dependent variables (e.g., Featherman, for. Those of Sewell and Hauser (1975) and Otto (1973) aiC probably the 

1971). or which clear up previous analyses, clearing up the estimates most nearly complete to date. We shall return to them after inquiring 

of parameters (e.g., Kelley1s (1972) use of reliability coefficients to in greater detail about the elements and structure ofamodel \oJhich would 

correct Featherman's estimates of path coefficients). Indeed, in recent make full use of the existing theory of status analysis and of the social 

rr~dels income, an indicator of the wealth dimension, has been added in psychology of status attainment. 

quite regularly (e.g., Sewell and Hauser, 1974) both as an initial status In 1973 Partes and I published a more general rr~del, which incorporates 

variable and as a dependent st<ltus variable; and following Kelley's lead', both status analysis and the "\/isconsin" efforts to provide social 

others {e.g., Otto, 1973) have been correcting parameter estimates for psychological components, The i973 model could not then and cannot toda)' 

attenuation due to instrument unrel lab! 11 ty. be tested because no one has yet measured all of the variables it calls 

for. But it is, we bel ieve, more than idle speculation. Some of its 

Models by Se· .... ell and Haller and their colleagues (Duncan, Haller, most Important parts come from the social psychological position sketched 

and Partes, 1960; Gasson, Haller, and Se\~ell. 1972; Haller and Spenner, above. Parts ha"d been worked out on data previously pubJ iShed; these 

1977 (unpublished); Otto and Haller, 1977 (forthcoming); Se\oJeJl. Haller, seem to agree with the predictions which can be drawn from the social 

and Oh Icndorf, 1970. Sel'/e 11. Ha 11 er, and Partes, 1969; Sewe 11 and Hauser, psychological theory \oJe cmp"loy. Otber parts for I'lhich no data exist are 

1975: Woelfel and Haller, 1971) together with an attempt at replication based upon a rationale Identical to this last and in any case are directly 
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ano31090U'5 to those for I-Ihich data exist. Still other parts, those 

successfully completed, for informational status; occupational prestige 

Imitating models. employing the reference concept and learning hy •• . 

or occupational socioeconomic statuS (Duncan and Reiss, 1961). for prestige 

Two -other contributions come from status analysis. The first of 

or social status; and income or earnings, for wealth. Povler variables 

these (following the spirit of Haller, unpublished, 1976; Haller and 

have not yet been employed because no one yet knows how val idly and 

Sai<:iva, 1973; Haller. 1970; Duncan, 1968; Svalastoga. 1965) concerns 

reliably to measure them outside the laboratory. Factor analyses of 

the content dimensions of status. On the sets of variables describing 

multiple indicators of each of the co"tent dimensions ~Iould probably 

hierarchically ordered differences ( among persons or other small units, 

answer the question as to \~hat status variables would be best in status 

such as househo 1 ds) wi th i n bounded interact 1 on networks (\~h i ch some 

attainment research. This would require obtaining such indicators for 

call IIconmunities li [Haller and Saraiva, bll h d 1 l unpu s e. 973 but which 

sub sum everything from small hamlets to whole soc,'et,'es) 1 concern ng 
political influence and other power variables, of course. In itf,elf 

this opens a research program which will take a long t to bri ng to 

I'lealth. power. prestige. and informational status. In actual status 

fruition. In the meantime the best practical solution may be to do just 

attainment research operations, ho,,~ever. power has not been studied. and 

about what we're doing n011: use educational attainment. occupational 

noonehas yet tried to employ status variables which fully cover any of 

prestige, and income or earnings as single-variable measures of their 

IS eserves further comment. The fact is the other three dimensions. Th' d 

respective content dimensions, and work out at least one equally defensible 

~ indicator variables to use that the question as to which status content 

measure for the power dimension. Saraiva and I (1972) have done this in 

has never been attacked seriously with ha".·d d " ata, illthough Curtis and 

Brilzil, and a }llsconsin team is now working on the problem for use in the 

Jackson (1976) and a few others (see Hallor, hi' ~ unpu Ished, 1976) have 

United States. 
come close. As a result no one really knol'/S for sure. Even so, researchers 

The second of the contributions from status analysis, followrng 

use certain status indicators constantly. These are: years of education 

much the same literature, concerns structural, as opposed to ~, 
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dimensions of status (Haller, 1970). These describe differences among In the long run, status attainment models are intended for use in 

status systems of different communit'ies (including societies) or of a rescorch in which inter-community (including inter-societal) comparisons 

given community from time to time. We shall not discuss these dimensions will be drawn systematically. As such attempts are made, it will beco~~ 

much (see Haller and Partes, 1973. which applies them to status attainment; apparent that the structural dimensions of whole st?ltus systems do in 

and Haller. 1970, and Haller and Saraiva, 1973. where they are more fully fact control the way a general model applies to different status systems. 

elaborated). Two, though, are especially important - status dispersion But let us return to the internal structure of the model presented by 

and status crystallization. Status attainment models will doubtless Haller and Portes. 

, work best where each status content variable has a large dispersion - Figure I presents a schematic diagram of four basic status content 

where, that is. inequaJ ity is great. Status crystall ization is the 
Figure I abOut here 

degree of the correlation among status content variables. In communities 

variables, the ways they are measured (if they can yet be measured) and 

~/here it Is low, separate ·causal models will be required to explain 

the psychological variables which can be derived from them, together with 

attainment variation in each status content variable. Each model may 

the names which are available for them. In status transmission r..odels, 

be relatively simple. Where crystallization Is high, only one model 

researchers are, at bottom, asking how and to what degree \~ealth statuses, 

~/lli be needed and will be relatively simple; status wi II be attained on 

power statuses, prestige statuses, and inforn~tional statuses are passed 

different variables at different points in the life cycle. but a person 

on from parents to offspring. Status 6ttainment models, though they are 

who attains a certain level on one I.,.hich is fixed In life will remain 

addressed to a more general problem, require data on these same variables. 

at the same relative level on each later one. In the real world of 

As we have already seen, these gene~al dimensions have never yet been 

IT'.oderateiy high crystallization, status· attainment models will be 

measured d i rec t 1 y. ! ns tead, researchers have sc tt 1 ed upon thE:: more 

relatively complex. 

specific measures of income or earnings, occupational prestige, and 

educCltionCli attainment; .:Inc! pOl.,.er Is never 
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measured. So In the best of current status tfQnsmission research one 

looks at the affect of parents L income or earnings on those of their 

adult children, at the affect of parentsl occupational prestige status 

on that of the i r grown offspr i n9. on the educat i ana 1 atta i oment of parents 

on that of the children. As written here, these are relationships among 

correspondlnR status variables. I~aturally researchers also investigate 

parent-ta-offspring transmission of the ~-corresponding.statuses: 

Income to occupational prestige, and to educational attainment, occupational 

prestige to Income and educational attainment, educational attainment 

to income and occupational prestige, Today this is done routinely. using 

each status v~riable available in any given data set under analysis. 

Just as routinely, the social psycholcgically inclined (especially 

at Wisconsin through the years: Featherman, Fink, Gassen, Haller, Hauser, 

Meier, Ohlendorf, Otto, SCMell, and Spenner; see articles written by 

these researchers singly or in combination) have looked intO the inter-

'01 

relations among 'the status expectations onels definers hold for one or 

that one ~ they hold, onelS own status aspirations for himself, and 

onels later status attainments. These are also presented schematically 

In Figure 1. Again, politicnl influence aspirations and expectations 
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have not yet been successfully measured (although I'IC are nOI,/ trying to date, of the. 16 different classes of st(ltus~derived variables ~lhich it 

do so) and no one seems ever to have attempted to measure any other power is at least feasible to consider. data <:Ire aV<lilable by ~Jhich to assess 

aspiration or expectation variable. Moreover, nO one has ever Introduced relationships among only ten. But actually. no one project includes all 

measures of income (or earnings) aspirations or expectations into a status even of these. The most comprehensive longitudinal analyses to date, by 

attainment analysis. Thus seVen of the 12 derivatives of status varlilbles Sewell and Hauser (1975), Alexander. Eckland, and Griffin (1975), and 

have actually been used in one status attainment project or another. Otto and Haller (1977) employ nine; they either do not have or do not 

These are the educational and occupational statuses, aspirations and use measures definers' occupational prestige expectations. 

expectations, plus income (or earnings) status. The other five have not, data collected at only one point in time, or with data collected too 

simply because 'd-a do not yet know how to measure them. A given project early to assess educational and/or occupational attainments include 

may include status measures for one to three of the objective status· fewer variables. But before saying anything. about evidence, let's go 

varIables, and may do so for either the respondent, or his parent~. or into the problem. 

both. So with four feasible objective status varlaQles for the respondent, The letters in brackets of figure 1 at the bottom of each cell identify 

four for his parents, four aspiration variables for the respondent. the t\~O constructs, one a dimension·and the other a derivative. Hhich are 

and four expectation variables for his parents, there are 16 possible combined to form a derivative status variate. Thus, \.IS is wealth Status, 

status-derivatIve variabl~s. Relations batween any pair of them Gould WA Health C1spirations, etc. Underlying the psychological argurr.ent of tha 

be determined. Haller-Portes papel' Is the cognitive proximity principle, \ ... hich postulates 

But of course none of the political influence varIables have yet that, ceteris paribus, the closer to each other t\"JO objects are in cognitive 

been used in status C1ttainment research. Neither have either of the space, the gl'eater the influence they I'lill have on each ethel'. Thus. take 

tl>JO psychological isomorphs of income. So among all the studies done to three variables, X for expectation, A for aspiration, S for attainment status. 
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We assl..:me that the casual order is this: X----i-A-:---tS. In temporill second an X. the third an A. and the fourth an I. But by the same 

ordering: X--)S) X---7A and X--}S) A-)S. In other .... /ords the reasoning, the two remaining relationships \...ould be rather mere distant 

distance bewtecn X and S is greater than that between either X and A or and I.,.ould yield relatively low correiations-RX x IA and RA x IX. Here 

A and S. ~ paribus, this predicts that the correlation between \.,.e have generated hypotheses based only on conceptual simiiarity. Unless 

measures of X and A or A and S would be greater than correlations between we make additional assumptions, there are no other possibilities, since 

X and S. NOI;' take four other variables: IX for the means informational there are only six possible pairs of correlations among the four variables _ 

status expectation level (educational expectations) definers hold for a RX, RA, IX, and [A. 

person, RX for the mean occupational prestige expectations definers hold In fact, additional assumptions can be made. ~e could take all 

for him; IA for the educational aspiration level the person holds for three of X, A, and S. plus at least two status concepts such as Rand [, 

himself; and RA for the occupational aspiration level he holds for himself. and by combining the information from .!.~ types of cognitive 

In cognitive space, different aspects of education such as IX and lA, proximity (temporal proxfmity and conceptual similarit)') \,/e could, cete.i~ 

are rather close to each other because they both treat education (I). paribus, generate even more precise predictions about the order of relative 

So are Objects containing occupational prestige, such as RX and RA. magnitUde of the correlations among variables. Without going Into detail 

So too are the different aspirations a person may hold for himself, IA 
here, the reasoning is this: if X--;A---;S, then in psychological 

and RA. Or the different expectations others hold for him, IX and RX. .distance, as we have seen, X~5 > X-----1A and·X---=,S) A-7 S, 

Now, then, look at the whole set RX. RA, IX, IA. [n ·cognitlve spa~e, 
comb i ne these wi th Rand 1: 

~ paribus, four conceptual relation.sips are rather close and would yield RX --} RA ----) RS 

I X ---7 [/1 ---?I S . 

relatively high correlations--RX x RA, RX x IX, RA x lA, and IX x IA. 
SInce likes RX x IX Is closer than are closer than unlikes: 

Each of these pairs shares a common element, the fl rst pair an R. the 

, 
~ ,.,.,.".."'W.,.-....,.... 
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RX x IP. or IX x RA. etc. In correlational terms: rRX,IX>rRA,IX; 

Over the years \"te have observed the patterns of these correlations. 

The most useful cases can be seen in relationships between the various 

expectation and aspiration variables employed in studies inwhlch all are 

measured with reliable Instruments. The independent status variables 

(panels) are less useful becaUSe their influences are not merely 

cognitive they sometimes provide material resources, too. As a dependent 

variable.. occupational status is less useful for a different reason. 

The theory not only says that RX~ RA---1RS, but also that educational 

attainment {itself influenced by a cognitive chain. IX---1IA-7IS) is 

influenced by educational attainment: IS--1R5. 50 the comparison of 

effects involving the dependent status variables is made less clear 

because the status attainment theory predicts this: iX~ IA~iS-,.. 
RX---1RX )RS. 

-,3-

The point is that some sets of variables in the social psychological 

theory of status attainment afe, for -theoretical and technical reasons, 

more appropriate than others for testing hypotheses concerning the impact 

of differences in cognItive proximity, ~/e have gone baCk to our earl ier 

work to identify existing data \~hlch would provide the. most ad,:,q:.Jate 

test of the hypothesis that the cognitively more proximal variables are 

more highly associated with each other than cognitively more distal 

variables. We have drawn upon multiple regression coefficents for this 

purpose, concentrating on relations among educational and occupational 

expectations of significant others for the person and the corresponding 

aspiration variables of the persons himself. Decause there were only 

two dependent variables and these were aspirations, these data co not 

permit an assessment of the partial regressions where the expectations 

variables are dependent. These data, collected in West Bend, Wisconsi;" 

are presented In Table 9 and 10 of Haller and Hoelfel (1969:422-3). Here 

all the key vadables are conceptually clear and were measured quite well. 

The partial regression coeffiCents pertaining to the hypothesis are all 

statistically significant, 'at b = +.112, +.29, +.52, and +.41. Except for 

one theoretically trivial case where a significant b .21, all the others 

i 
j~ 
~~: 

I 
[ 
m' 
f 

f , 
i) iN9"'iM.lihi'#i;:t;';;'~¥#}!liIiA,;;;i_Q4M ,;,; ,; ,.,."'+.1\1z. "",,,,,,,",,,4 'AM', "","""".", .. ,"",~," "'''''''''"''''@iMl!4",."''"''''"",J i'-<Pi.j2 
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h ~ ,D5, d..:v"-~~~'l- ...,"y,.,-" 
f'lon-significuntj they average", Essentially comparable findings were at it in 191\S ,;,hen he designed some of his e<lrly s~udies of "occupational 

obtained in another (unpublished) project carried out in Oeaver Dam, choice. 1I S.M. Lipset may a,Iso have done so, for it seems to appear in 

Wisconsin. They. too. confirm the hypothesis. EVen the data which his (1955) Rural Sociology article on social mobility. r believe that 

provide less sutisfactory tests tend to be consistent with it. We have it appears in each of our publ icctions status attainmmt which have 

checked the pertinent 1957-1972 longitudinal data from the Lenawee appeared during the last two decades. 

County. Michigan project, and whe;re the variables are conceptually and It enters research in many \~ays, perhaps most frequc;ntly in the 

technically most ade;quate, their relationships are also consistent with form of um ... r i tten hypotheses: Educational aspiration ~/ill be more highly 

the hypotheses. He therefore have convincing theoretical and empiricul predictive of educational attainment than will another aspiration variable 

reasons for accepting the principle of cognitive proximity in the or indeed any variable which comes into being earlier than educational 

psychology of status attainment. Variables which are cognitively aspiration. Occupational aspiration l.,.i1l be. more highly predictive of 

proximal are more highly related than are those which cognitivety more occupational attainment than I."ill any other aspiration variable or any 

di stal, It would seem that the cognitive proximity principle provides variable that emerges before occupational aspirations. Educational and 

a strong basis for selecting variables to be tested empirically for occupational aspiration will be highly related to each other because a 

their theoretical usefulness in status attainment research. AI though the large number of people see high educational attainment as necessary for 

procedure of selecting variables for possible inclusion according to the high occupational attainment. Educational expectations of signifIcant 

principle of cognitive proximity is not widely knOl.,.n and may not yet others will be mOre highly productive of educational aspirations than 

have heen articulated this I."ay previously, social psychological status wIll any other expectation variable 01' any variable which cmerses earlier 

attainment researchers use it quite regularly. Examples go back many than It in the life course,' Similarly for occupational expectations and 

yea rs, It would be impossible to identify the first such instance occupational aspirations. These examples arc drawn from the empirical 

, 
' .. :~ 

,~ 
because the pri nCo i pIe Itse \ f emerged 51 owl y, I think Sewell glimpsed 
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~research reports presented in the sociological journals by social those describing temporally more distal events. The ,other, conceptual 

psychologists active in status attainment research. proximity, holds that variables describing concepts which are more 

There appear to be at least three quite general forms of the nearly identical will be more highly correlated than will variables 

cognitive proximity principle. Each is a special case of the general describing concepts \.;hlch are less nearly identical (Note that this 

principle itself. It and they are based upon two more fundam~ntal could apply to correlations amOng variables constructed from concepts 

postulates in social psychology. The first that is °that which pepple bearing purely logical relations such as generality and particulaiity.) 

define as real is real in its consequences;1I to paraphrase \0,1.1. Thomas. We have not yet looked at the third. It holds '[hat variables 

In more current terms, people act upon the attributions they construct which are conceived to have closer ends-means relationships to each 

(cf. Heider 1958), inclwding the cognitions to which they define as other will be more highly correlated than variables which are conceived 

relat~d. The second is that those shared cognitions which define to have more distant ends-means relationships •. This has four applications. 

entities and events emerge through the symbolic interaction. So First, when people conceive one class of behaviors or states (a set of 

consensuses develop concerning the nature of individu,al objects and the Ilmeans-behav i orso or "means-statesO
) as necessary to the accomp Ii shment 

relations among them. of another class of behaviors ('Iends-behaviors ll or "ends-states"), 

The three general forms of consensusally defined cognitive proximity variables describing the different levels of each set of the respective 

which appear to recur regu,larly in status attainment research could be behaviors (or states) will b02 correlated with eClch other. In other 

called temporal proximity. conceptual proximity, and means-ends proximity. words, variables. describing ends behaviors (or states) I"i\l be correlated 

The first and second of these have already been tOuched upon and thus with behaviors describing l'll02ans behaviors (or states). Second, the 

need little discussion. The one holds that variables describing cognitIve varii'lbles describing anticipated ends behaviors (or states) will 

temporalTy more proximal events will be more highly correlated than be correlated ~"ith the cognitive variables describing anticipated means 
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behaviors (or states). In other words, variables describing peoples' 

aspirations for end-states will be correlated \lith variables descrIbing 

their aspirations for means-states. Still more concretely. educational 

aspirations (or expectations) will be correlated with occupational 

aspirations (or expectations). Third, variables describing anticipated 

ends behaviors (or ;tates) I"ill be correlated with variables describing 

overt means behaviors (or states). In concrete status attainment research. 

occupational aspirations will affect educational attainment. Finally. 

variables describing anticipated means states ~i111 be correlated with 

val"iables describing ends behaviors (or stat~s). Concretely. educational 

aspirations "'Jil1 affect oc.cupational attainment. 

A~tually, In status attainment research operations, any or all of 

the three basic applications of the cognitive proximity principle may 

apply to any pair of variables. In other words, variables stand in 

varying degrees of temporal proximity, of conceptu~l proximity, and of 

ends-means proximity. Some pairs of vari~bles involve only one of the 

types of cognitive proximity principles, some involve two. some involve 

a II three. 

_i; • 

This reasoning suggests a ... /hole series of hypotheses which '#QuId 

seem to follow logically. We offer them tentative.ly becaus6 they have 

n"ot yet been thoroughly checked.- A pair of variables which are relatively 

close to each other by ~of the cdteriil of proximity ... Iill be more 

highlY correlated with each other than I ... ill a pair which are distal on 

the criterion. A pair of variables which share .two criteria of proximity 

will be more highly correlated than var.iables which are proximal on one 

criteri~)f1' and distal on another, and the latter will be more highly 

correlated than will variables which are distal on t ... ro criteria and 

proximal on none. Similarly, a pair of vari~bles which are proximal on 

three criteria will be more highly correlated than those that are more 

proximal on two and distal' on one. In turn the!e \\'"ill be more highly 

correlated than variables whiCh are proximal On one and distal on two. 

The latter, of course will be more highly correlated than those which 

are distal on three and proximal on n~ne.l! 

Models of Status Transmission and Status Attainment: Theoretical 

Conclusions. In a fel ... words all existing models of status transmission 

lIThese hypothes~are subject to the condition that all other things 
arc equal. In addition/various c.rlteria of proximity may in reality 
be. differently weigh;ed. This I":ould require modifying the application 
of hypotheses to conform to the weights. Finally, some of the criteria 
may have several subclasses, such as partially overlapping or multiple 
logical categories. Where this holds, other modifications l>Quld have 
to be made • 
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are straightforward but fragmentary applicatiomof ~he concepts of the of the a 1 locators, the psycho} 09 i ca 1 mechan isms by \ .. h i eh they 

status analysis tradition. They are fragmentary. In that none distribute the lIallocatees;r and to the mechanisms by which the latter 

have yet included measures drawn from the power dimension of states; respond. This is, I believe, the thrust of Wilson and Partes. If so, 

none have ever seriously attempted to cover" the entjr~ then It seems safe to say that as yet no one has proposed a non-psychological 

range of variables implied by the four general status content model. This is not really 5urprizing. Even models of economic behavior 

d imens ions. or even attempted to find Qut I'lha t the i r factor structure at least make psychological assumptions. 

would look like; and they have no mechanism to explain how·statuses Dut with the possible exception of Hilson and Portes, the only 

are transmitted. Those available to date are, In other words, models available models containing plausible, if partial, explanations of the 

of the degree to which educational and occupational prestige, and mechanisms of status transmission and status attainment are those which 

sorr.etirnes income statuses are transmitted from parent to offspring. expl icltly draw upon indlvlduals l st t .. a us asplr~tlons and their significant 
, " 

Non-psychological status attainment models might be at least others I status expectations, and h· hI· w IC at ~ast Implicitly draw upon 

imaginable. Indeed one could argue that Wilson and Portes :(975) are the principle of cognitive prox,·m·,ty. For tl 1e most part, these are 

moving in that direction. I would not try.to make such a case. The the various representations of the 'IWisconsin mode 1. ,I (Notably Haller 

individual IS conception of his ability as well as his status aspirations and Partes. 1973; Se\·lell and Hauser, 1975: Alexander, Eckland. and 

could be dropped from a given model (if the evidence I<larranted doing so. Griffin. 1975; Otto and Haller. 1977). 

which it does not} without its being any less psychological. To shift Status attainment models must of necessity be more 

to the status allocational consequences mado by Impersonal evaluators comprehensive than the types of status transmission models available 

would not at all imply the abandonment of psychological status attainment tOday. This is for two reasons. First, even if they were merely descriptive, 

m£!char.isms. ·It would merely shift the focus to the structural locations they would be more ambitious th"n st . . ..... atus transmiSSion models. for their 
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aim is to maximize the proportion of status v~riability which can 

be ~xplained. Status transmission models are intended only to account 

for the portion of status variability that one obtains from his forebears, 

a rather small part of the total. at least in the United States. Second, 

/ 
these models are intended to provide empirically defensible and plausible 

'< 
theoret i ca (: exp I anat ions , of the status variability. Today's status 

transmission models go little beyond measuring the amount of status 

transmission, only so far as to assess the impact of different status 

q:I 
variables on each other. In attempting to explain status attainmentJ 1i..1 r~~~/.~ 

model s thus invClke hypotheses concern ing more var lables than do the 

corrresponding status transmission models.II,f/ 

/'1,1/ 
Yet those. to "Ihich data have been applied are al,so fragmentary. 

First, like the empirical status transmission models, they lack complete 

coverage of the exogenous status variables and of the dependent status 

variables. They, draN upon precisely the same single indicators-education, 

occupational prestige, and income or earnings--of unmapped but potentially 

more co~plex status dimensions as do the existing statuS transmission 

models. Again, like the latter, none have yet inc 1 uded any i nd i cators 

of poNer. Second, it Is almost certain either that nan-status exogenous 
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determinants greatly influence status attainmant. Or if status variables 

are In fact the only exogenous variables, researchers have not yet learned 

how to conceptualize them so as to make use of this fact. To repe?t. 

relatively little of the variance i~dependent status variables--probably 

no more than 25 to 35 percent-can be explained by parental status variables. 

So far as can be seen, only Haller and Portes (1973) have suggested that 

a new look at status origin statuses might show that all status attainment 

is really status transmission. They wonder whether in modern society it 

might be more useful to think of origin statuses as being lodged in all 

the significant others, one has,'both definers and mode'ls, rather than 

conceiving origin statuses as located in parents alone. Thi s \>.'Ould be 

consistea1'with a widely hel~ sociological tradition \~hich locates the 

origin of one's identifier, bel iefs, and attitudes in one's reference 

groups (MertGn, 1968; Hyman and Singer, 1968). But this hypothesis has 

not been tested, and even if it were found to add to our ab! I ity to 

tJ;;t" 
explain status attainment, the possibility remainsAit tao might no~ 

provide a fuJI exogenous explanation of the endogenous causal systems. 

~ attainment ~ ~ ~ mob!1 i ty. From the foregoing 

presentation of status attainment theory it can be concluded that the 
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topic encompasses status transmission research and goes much farther. publication of the Siau-Duncan volume (1967:194-199), it has been 

Tna latter dr<'ll'Js only upon the c~ncepts of the status analysis tradition 'cleat' that the search for scores by "'A'1ich to measure "mobility"-T\-T2 

and is descriptive. The_ former draws upon status analysis and goes on differences--is fruitless and unnecessary. The basic problem here is 

to invoke a social psychological theory of causal mechanisms. Though to learn how much status mobility or turnover exists and to explain it. 

all empirical models proffer red to date are fragmentary, the promise of Status r.-lObility is the obverse of status transmission. SOJin variance 

"-status attainment research is that it may one day yield~concePtually terms) the ()mount of status mobi I ity can be seen as the difference betwe8n 

parsimonious, yet complete and empirically valid theory capable of the total status variance at T2 and the 8mount of statLis transmitted for 

generating models which account quite precisely for the differences in TI to T2, or I - R2. This gets a bit rr.ore complicated I>/hen dealing with 

StiltuS attained by persons or other small omits in any community. batteries of status variables at Tj and T2' And,of cours~, there 

Now in general there are b/o different kinds of social mobility Individual "mobil ity" Is affected by changes .in the structure of status. 

research. one at the individual level and the other at the community Hauser and his colleagues (1975a, 1975) and Kenneth 1. Spenner (1977) 

"'" (societal) level. At the individual level the main aim,' is to determine have begun to cope l'Jith these problems. Indeed, by means ofA~r adaptation 

,the amount of mobility experienced by the small units {persons} in a of canonical correlation it may be possible to summarize net mobility 

community over timeJand to develop an explanation for it. At the in a single figure analogous to 1 - R2. 

community level, the aim is to determine the bases of differences among Bas i ca Ily the form of mobil 1 ty (or itI obverse) most often attacked 

communities in the rates of mobility experienced by the small units within by means of status" transmission models could be called "flux" o. "circul<ltior: 

them. mobil ity." But there Is another kind. It is usually called "structural 

Research on the intra-com~unity mobility of small units is essentially mobi I ity.tt It consists of a net rise or net fall In the central tendency 

the same research topic as status transmission rese<lrch. Since the of a status system. When, for example. most individuals get more money 
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bCC<lU$e th~r¢ is more mon~y available per capita, a portion of the 

lotal mobi I ity would be called "structural" because more persons would 

shift up~lards thoil I-Iould be expected in the ordinary up-and-down 

_,J. it 
exchanges of pas ition ~ .. hich occur.t} IL J'AN t-11""f;. ~ "".J "')-,,/..m-.S" ~'l 
ft'!"' j rk d.,~r;),..,I;;;,. "",, ,~ .. ""' _~. 

This takes us to the problem of inter-community mobility rates. 

During the 19505 there was consIderable research on "social mobility"_ 

which appears to have had a political motive (e.g., Lipset and Bendix, 

1959). Evidently it was widely believed at that time that internal 

poiitical stability and democracy were promoted by high 'rates of mobility. 

Hence there was a spate of pub1ications on ~h~ topic. It was found, 

however, at least with methods then available, that all industriall:;ed 

nations had about the saw.e rr~bjlity rates. But \"e she,wl d not make too 

much of these reports. The methods may not have been precise enough to 

obtain valid measures of national mobility rates. Besides, the IItheoryll 

itself is suspect. On a p~rely speculative level. one can ~ake a 

convincing case th'at high mobility rates promote Instability. We really 

do not kn~" the relationship between varying degrees of mObility-immobility, 

delrOcracy-authori tar jan i SOl, 'and stabl I i ty-l ns tab 11 i ty. 
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Changes J..!l.E..b£. structure of ~ systems. In general there are 

at least six important changes that the status system of a coml'nunity 

. (or nation) may undergo (Haller', 1970). Four of these are important 

enough to enumerate. They are: 1) an increase or decrease in "the' central 

tendency of ~my or all status dimensions, or "structural mobil lty;" 

2) an Increase or decrease in the dispersion of any or all status 

dimensions {or a rise or fall in the deg~ee of equality); 3) an increase 

or decrease in the rate of status transmission (or, obversely, "circulation 

mobility;" and 4) an increase or decrease in the status crY5tallizatlon 

of the status system (or perhaps more generally, changes in the factor 

structures of the variable'smeasuring the content dimensions of status. 

All of these 'rlould be needed to provide a fully developed description of 

changes in the structure of a community's status system, or eVt!r, to 

fully understand the changes in social mobility of a natlon.~ 

y Occupati ana I mobil i ty s tudi es \,'QU 1 d be concerned \~i th 1) the changes 
in the states of the structural dimension of status within and among 
occupations in a given communi,ty; 2) with the formation, grOl<lth, and 
disappearance of specific occupations \\·ithin a community; or 3) the 
occupational career shifts of individuals. 


